
Jay Laga'aia.
Height 185 cm

MC / Entertainer Biography
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Jay was an absolute hit without clients.  His speech was funny, relevant and well received by our guests.  And his props were fantastic 
as well! Thank you for all your assistance and please pass our thanks to Jay.  - 'Phillips Fox'

Furthermore, I wish to thank you for providing such an amazing artist, performer and talent for our event.  Jay was a delight to work 
with, incredibly generous with his time and delivered in spades.  We have received a DVD of the entire concert  (still chasing up a copy 
of the 60 minute highlights package ). I will copy and forward to you.  - 'Carols By the Bay Hobart City'

On behalf of Montana and Liquid Ideas thank you so much for making our event a complete success last night.  We have already 
received an abundance of emails from our guests and our clients to say what a brilliant night it turned out to be all aspects from 
service to food to entertainment.  Ps: You've inspired me to learn the New Zealand anthem it's so beautiful.  - 'Montana'

We had a great show.  Jay was a gem and an absolute pleasure to have visit our region.  Thank you for helping make his visit possible.
We would certainly love to have him visit our region again some time. -'North Queensland Baby and Children's Expo&Parenting 
Forum '
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